
“It is imperative that American communities pull 
together on cybersecurity.” warns Tom Ridge, 

the nation’s first Secretary of Homeland Security 
and Chairman for the recently launched non-profit 

CyberUSA. “This is the new battlefront for both 
national security and economic security. That’s why 
we need to organize better nationally to get our 
private sector working together to compare notes, 
share solutions, and identify threats.”

Cybersecurity poses an extraordinary challenge 
to America’s present and future well- being. The 

significant potential for attack threatens critical 
infrastructure and national economic security. Without 

adequate prevention and response measures, the threat 
of cyberattacks puts public safety, economic growth, and 

national security at risk.

The Presidential Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity 
exemplified the need for this critical initiative in its recent 
report1 on current threats facing the digital economy. Members 
concluded that technological advancements significantly outpace 

current cybersecurity efforts. Potential attackers leverage 
these new technologies, along with a lack of adequate 

preparedness, to consistently create more troublesome 
and dangerous threats. According to the report, this 

trend will continue until public and private sectors 
adjust their cybersecurity strategies.
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While stakeholders grasp the 
urgency of this overarching goal, 
current implementation efforts fail 
to demonstrate the same level of 
clarity. Critics claim that there is 
little collaboration or cooperation 
between public and private sectors. 
As a result, government and private 
entities often fail to share cyber 
threat information and consumers 
remain uneducated as to the extent 
of online dangers.

To address  these press ing 
problems, a group of the nation’s 
top security and marketplace experts pooled their 
talents and expertise to form CyberUSA, a new national 
platform for generating and disseminating cyber threat 
information and security expertise. CyberUSA seeks 
to connect the most successful efforts from public 
and private cyber communities. “Establishing sector 
based communities built on a basis of affinity and 
trust is recognized as a key ‘next phase’ of developing 
resilience capabilities for our nation,” according to 
David Powell, Vice-Chair of CyberUSA, “This national 
Information Sharing and Analysis Organization (ISAO) 
approach will provide a connective platform for locally 
structured and market-based ISAO activity, providing 
a sustainable model for growth while enhancing 
overall resilience.”

To achieve this goal, the CyberUSA advisory board 
developed a framework to connect existing and 
emerging cyber communities, while providing threat 
prevention tools, education and information. Three core 
concepts guide this approach: trust, communication, 
and threat intelligence.

The CyberUSA framework turns traditional approaches 
upside-down. As existing communities create ‘enclaves’ 
within the structure, they immediately begin receiving 
communications and valuable threat intelligence. The 
first level of trust develops at the local level, as each 
group vouches for the credibility of its own members. 
These local enclaves then organize under the individual 

state groupings, which connect to 
CyberUSA - the national network.

By empowering existing networks 
with insight and situational 
awareness sources from across 
the country, CyberUSA provides 
an immediate benefit to each 
connected organization. Additional 
on-demand tools support solution 
providers in each market as needed. 
This enhances each marketplace by 
providing a contextual platform for 
solution providers that is directly 
connected to educated customers.

Educating the Masses
Americans are highly connected, relying on their devices 
to communicate and remain in touch. This reliance on 
technology creates a constant expectation for new 
technologies that enhance consumer’s lives. Unfortunately, 
while technological advances provide new capabilities, 
they also create new and increasingly dangerous threats. 
Consumers are often unaware of how technology exposes 
them to cyberattacks.

With more than 30 years of international business and 
cybersecurity intelligence experience, Jane Ginn serves as 
one of the experts behind CyberUSA. Ginn, co-founder 
of the Cyber Threat Intelligence Network, explained that 
today’s attackers have access to millions of vulnerable 
devices. “We all carry these very advanced devices 
around and all these connected devices have created 
a mechanism whereby attackers can take advantage of 
this naivety. Cyber threat awareness has reached new 
heights, there is greater interest now - but there still 
isn’t a real familiarity with it among the populace. 
CyberUSA can help educate the populace.”

“We are vulnerable because we aren’t well educated 
on this topic,” Ginn further explained. “We all have a 
responsibility. We really need to empower the populace 
with the knowledge on how to protect these devices 
from these attacks.”

By empowering existing 
networks with insight and 

situational awareness 
sources from across the 

country, CyberUSA  
provides an immediate 

benefit to each connected 
organization.

CyberUSA board appointee Doug 
DePeppe specializes in private-public 
partnerships to reduce cybersecurity 
risk. The founder of cyber law firm 
EosEdge Legal, DePeppe explained 
the importance of education and 
action among consumers. “In 
referencing ‘cyber activism’, society 
must come to understand that, when 
it comes to risks from cyberspace, 
‘we’re all in this together’. No 
government protective service can 
protect us from every cyber risk or 
attack vector. Instead, we must work 
together to protect ourselves, in 
conjunction with government and 
innovative private sector solutions. 
So, educating the populace has several dimensions – from 
understanding civic responsibility to taking measures 
that improve cyber hygiene.”

TruSTAR Technology co-founder Paul Kurtz, a fifteen-
year cybersecurity veteran, and another key member of 
the CyberUSA board amplified Ginn’s and DePeppe’s 
sentiments, expressing particular concern about Internet 
of Things (IoT) devices. “We need to keep a focus on 
what’s happening with IoT,” he asserted. “Right now, we 
are not paying any sort of attention to the IoT world.”

Many IoT security experts agree. The IoT Security Summit2 
hopes to establish an elevated level of security that 
consumers and businesses can trust. According to the 
organization, more than 70% of security experts agree 
that lack of security represents the biggest challenge 
to IoT growth. Echoing CyberUSA, Security Summit 
champions security alliances and collaborations as a 
best practice in pursuit of IoT security.

Ginn believes that CyberUSA’s platform will ultimately 
enhance efforts to improve IoT security. “With a network-
of-networks, like what CyberUSA will become, there will 
be many opportunities for different communities-of-
interest to get involved in ways that are appropriate to 
that communities’ objectives,” she stated. “This will be 
true in the Internet of Things (IoT) space, as well as the 

other aspects of cyber-security, like 
threat intelligence sharing.”

Ginn warned that IoT threats will 
significantly increase in 2017. Threat 
actors recognize IoT vulnerabilities 
and how they can be used to 
disrupt the Internet infrastructure. 
She explained that this threat 
“compromises devices left exposed 
by unwilling participants in the 
threat actor’s agenda.”

Ginn expects that “CyberUSA will 
aggregate information on threat actor 
tactics, techniques and procedures 
(TTPs) and for alerting participants 

in the consortium about how to take actions to avoid 
having their devices usurped by remote threat actors 
with malicious intent.” Ginn’s words exemplify the urgent 
need for action in the areas of education and workplace 
preparation. “We need to empower individuals to help us 
fortify the networks and we need to improve workforce 
training. Our adversaries are doing this. We should be 
doing it too.”

Board member Larry Letow spent more than 20 years 
helping federal and commercial clients with their 
technological and cybersecurity needs. As current CEO of 
Convergence Technology Consulting, Letow believes that 
the most effective security measures start with increased 
individual awareness. “Effective cybersecurity depends 
on consumer and workforce awareness, education, and 
engagement in protecting their digital experience,” he 
stated. “This effort must be a continuous process and 
advance individuals’ understanding and capabilities 
as vital participants in shaping their own—and the 
nation’s— cybersecurity.”

Cooperative Threat Sharing
CyberUSA seeks to develop a vast network of cooperative 
threat sharing. Board members describe their model as 
a “community of communities,” formed for the purpose 
of sharing intelligence and strengthening the entire 

No government protective 
service can protect us from 

every cyber risk or attack 
vector. Instead, we must 
work together to protect 
ourselves, in conjunction 

with government and 
innovative private sector 

solutions.
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nation’s cybersecurity resilience. Through these valuable 
associations, board members hope that CyberUSA 
becomes a catalyst for best practices and better risk 
management.

Kurtz explained the problem with fighting these 
cybersecurity risks alone. “Today, companies are fighting 
adversaries individually. Each company or organization 
is defending itself with little knowledge of the attacks 
going on around them. CyberUSA takes a big step 
forward by networking companies and organizations 
so they can exchange data in real time about events.”

Kurtz went on to describe how cyber attackers benefit 
from a lack of security dialogue: “The exchange of 
data about exploits and vulnerabilities is critical to 
improving our own defenses and driving up the costs 
for adversaries. Today adversaries share vulnerabilities 
and exploits, but the ‘good guys’ don’t. Until an active 
exchange is created, our adversaries will continue to 
‘win’ by stealing IP, financial information, personal 
information, and disrupting critical systems.”

The Presidential Commission report also highlights the 
importance of collaboration between the public and 
private sector. Commission members concluded that 
neither entity is adequately equipped to independently 
handle a significant cyberattack. According to Kurtz, 
federal programs, like the Center for Internet Security 
and the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education, 
complement strides being made within the private sector. 
CyberUSA hopes to leverage these existing initiatives 
and consolidate them with government led organizations 
to identify, support, and share best practices. With 
public and private sectors sharing information, each 
side benefits from the other’s knowledge and security 
enhancing efforts.

Affinity Programs
Through its affinity program, CyberUSA hopes to create 
partnerships that mutually benefit all participants. 
Collaborations serve a significant purpose in the 
organization’s plan of attack. Darin Andersen serves 

on the CyberUSA board of directors. As the CEO of 
CyberUnited, a cybersecurity intelligence firm, he has 
extensive knowledge about the perceived and real 
threats currently facing American businesses. “There are 
organizations across the U.S. that are thinking about the 
‘perils of cyberspace today’ and the real need to think 
collectively to best address the problems.”

CyberUSA plans to support its network of partners 
with a ground up engagement model and risk-reducing 
programs, like cyber insurance. These privacy-based 
policies cover an organization’s liability for confidential 
client information lost during a cyberattack. Professional 
organizations, like the American Bar Association3, 
champion this relatively new insurance offering as an 
essential aspect of comprehensive service provision.

Other affinity program options include threat sharing and 
Department of Homeland Security marketplace programs. 
Through affinity program collaborations,   CyberUSA hopes 
to create relationships where participating businesses 
can obtain cyber insurance policies at affordable rates.

Relationship building efforts also include monthly 
regional training sessions. Attendees can participate 
in face-to-face meetings, which encourage statewide 
and regional ecosystem participation, trust building, 
training, and ongoing communication.

“Our best defense against cyberattack can be our ability to 
work together and about building trust circles with all the 
cybersecurity communities coming together to collaborate 
and share important threat intelligence,” stated Ginn.

A Presidential Warning
The Presidential Commission report outlines the fragile 
balance between innovation and cybersecurity. While the 
Internet provides unquestionable value to Americans, 
its openness and connection to the world creates a 
troublesome and risky cyber landscape. “As the world 
becomes more immersed in and dependent on the 
information revolution, the pace of intrusions, disruptions, 
manipulations, and thefts also quickens.”

Admiral Mike Rogers expressed 
concerns about the possibility of 
a government focused cyberattack 
in the near future. The Director 
of the National Security Agency 
(NSA) and commander of the U.S. 
Cyber Command believes that a 
significant attack will exploit the 
nation’s inability to adequately 
respond. “We are barely able to 
keep up,” he stated. “If you think 
about how Iran has stepped up 
their game - others too - in terms of engagement and are 
poking around in our financial institutions, it is staggering.”

CyberUSA wants to play an integral role in strengthening 
the country’s defenses. Andersen outlined some of the 
organization’s most pressing goals. “Initially we’ll focus 
on promoting cyber hygiene; making investments in 
cyber  technology  to  thwart  adversaries;  training  
young  people  to  be  next gen cyber-warriors; look at 
protecting critical infrastructure; and making cyber a 
top priority globally with diplomacy and agreement.”

Initial priorities also address talent shortages4 within 
the cybersecurity industry and the task of including 
small and medium sized businesses in the national 
discussion. Kurtz explains that the private sector has a 
major responsibility in this effort as well. He asserts that 
the federal government’s response will likely fall short 
of public expectations. “Points of attack are largely in 
the private sector and the private sector has special 
responsibility here, compounded by the fact that the 
government cannot react at internet speeds.”

Cultivating CyberUSA
The concept behind CyberUSA developed from the 
success of CyberMaryland, a plan to integrate the 
Maryland cyber ecosystem. As other states expressed 
interest in the initiative’s success, the CyberMaryland 
team cultivated a threat sharing, trust management, 
communications infrastructure to unite these emerging 
national communities under a unified national program.

The CyberMaryland initiative grew 
as a private-public partnership 
to unify a collaborative network 
of everything cyber. A volunteer 
advisory board drove this effort, 
co-chaired by Powell and Letow. 
Rick Geritz, who sits on the advisory 
board for global cybersecurity 
community SINET, and Mike O’Neill, 
who spent 25 years building mission-
based programs between federal 
agencies and industry contractors, 
also helped chair the initiative. The 

board’s efforts helped CyberMaryland leverage the state’s 
abundant mixture of public and private cybersecurity 
leaders to become one of the largest organizations of 
its kind.

Before long, groups in other states took notice and were 
interested in working together to launch similar cyber-
unification projects in their states. Powell, Geritz, Letow 
and O’Neill began helping other states (e.g., CyberTexas, 
CyberCalifornia) organize using a methodology duplicating 
the CyberMaryland concept. As additional state and 
regional ecosystems began to emerge, the concept 
of uniting these groups within a national ecosystem 
was a logical next step. The CyberMaryland Advisory 
Board agreed.

Realizing the magnitude of CyberUSA’s potential, Secretary 
Ridge personally took on the challenge of chairing the 
CyberUSA initiative. In the aftermath of 9/11, Ridge led 
the newly-formed Department of Homeland Security, 
where he took on a terrorist threat that resembled 
nothing previously seen within America. His knowledge 
and expertise make him particularly well-suited to deal 
with the current cyber threat.

The promise of CyberUSA also attracted former 
US Department of Commerce Undersecretary for 
Technology Phil Bond to serve as Executive Director. 
Bond previously led the nation’s largest technology 
trade association, TechAmerica, and served as a 
legislative official for three US Secretaries of Defense. 

“As the world becomes more 
immersed in and dependent 

on the information revolution, 
the pace of intrusions, 

disruptions, manipulations, 
and thefts also quickens.”
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According to Bond, “There is a need, with regard 
to cybersecurity, to strengthen the trust level of 
communication and to Internetwork communications 
horizontally as well as vertically.” Bond and a national 
non-profit firm, the Foundation for Advancement of 
Science and Technology, played an integral role in 
organizing CyberUSA for national rollout.

With plans to include 30 states within the first year, 
CyberUSA’s first event launches in 2017. Meanwhile, 
the organization also hosts educational sessions within 
each region and cyber conferences produced by the 
Federal Business Council (FBC). Board members hope 
corresponding face-to-face meetings will advance 
statewide and regional ecosystem participation, trust 
building, training and communication.

Each year, CyberUSA will invite all state and local 
participants to attend the annual CyberUSA Congress. 
Board members expect these annual conferences to 
advance the priorities of the national ISAO and further 
integrate the national ecosystem. Developing national 
and local partnerships leverages the organizational 
strengths of national event powerhouse FBC, as well 
as the education and mentoring platform LifeJourney.5 
Other partner industries include insurance, education, 
identity protection, risk management, and others.

Andersen recently took on the task of launching 
CyberCalifornia to enhance resilience, connections, 
and communication between cyber communities across 
California. CyberCalifornia will join CyberMaryland in 
the initial roll-out of the CyberUSA program.

Preparing for Future Threats and Attacks
As noted in the President’s Commission report, recent 
cyberattacks and Admiral Rogers’ warning, America 
must implement strategies that quickly and effectively 
address the dangers inherent to a constantly cyberspace. 
This effort requires citizen education and information 
sharing, along with nationwide vertical and horizontal 
cyber industry collaborations.

America’s dependence on cyber technologies will 
continue to grow, along with emerging threats and risks. 
The founders of CyberUSA understand the urgent need 
for immediate action and believe that cyber ecosystems 
offer the best defense against attacks. 

About CyberUSA
CyberUSA is a community of communities, built to provide a 
horizontal communications and threat intelligence / incident 
exchange for all participants. The group will coordinate public 
and private efforts across different states and communities to 
ensure American leadership in cybersecurity by shaping the 
education, innovation and policy landscapes at both the state 
and federal levels.
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